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Certified Mail, the Next Step in Electronic
Communication?
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Abstract. We describe the shortcomings of our classical electronic mail
system and try to find features which an improved or certified mail sys-
tem should provide. In the next part we give a possible classification
of different techniques used and present some proposed protocols. We
examine them according to the features and categories presented.

1 Introduction

Even though email is an increasingly important application, the Internet doesn’t
yet provide a reliable messaging infrastructure. Thus, an email message’s sender
can never be certain—and doesn’t receive any evidence—that his or her message
was actually delivered to and received by its intended recipients. Furthermore, a
recipient can always deny having received a particular message, and the sender
can’t do much to prove the opposite. This lack of evidence for message delivery
and reception is actually a missing piece in the infrastructure required for the
more widespread and professional use of email.[1]

Our paper is organized as follows. First, we take a look at current messaging
infrastructure and why it needs to be enhanced. Second, we investigate the issues
which fall in the domain of certified electronic mail, starting at the most-critical
ones. Third, we analyze the state of the art of non-repudiation systems. Finally,
we have a look on a selected number of proposed protocols and discuss their
concepts and characteristics.

1.1 Retrospection

Electronic mail, commonly referred to as email, is one of the most used services
on the Internet, providing support to send a message to a destination. Its in-
frastructure was built on top of the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) as
defined in RFC 821, issued 1982[2]; designed to be simple and effective, without
security, integrity or even authentication in mind. As years passed, numerous
extensions were developed to address many shortcomings of the original speci-
fication, to name only a few: Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME)1,
authentication (RFC 2254[9]), Transport Layer Security (TLS, RFC 3207[10])

1 MIME is specified in six linked RFC memorandum: RFC 2045, RFC 2046, RFC 2047,
RFC 4288, RFC 4289 and RFC 2077[3–8], which together define the specifications.
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and asymmetric cryptography extensions (for integrity and confidentiality)2. Still
however, it provides limited mechanisms for tracking a sent message, and none
for verifying that it has been delivered or read. It requires that each mail server
must either deliver it onward or return a failure notice, but both software bugs
and system failures can (and do) cause messages to be lost.

1.2 Why do we need certified email?

If we want a total electronic integration, we have to pass all the services offered
by postal companies to the correspondent electronic version. One of these ser-
vices is certified mail. Like in the paper version, certified electronic mail is one
service offered to the users, such as they want to obtain a receipt (bounded to
the message) from the recipient. We handle certified electronic mail as a fair
exchange of values: the originator has an item (a message, and possibly a non-
repudiation of origin token) to be exchanged for a recipient’s item (the receipt, a
non-repudiation of receipt token). The exchange has to be fair in the sense that
nobody wants to send its item if they don’t have the guarantee they will receive
the expected item.[14]

2 Features of certified email protocols

2.1 Critical issues

A certified email protocol needs, in essence, to address at least the following
issues:

Non-repudiation: The non-repudiation problem is that of preventing involved
parties in a communication from falsely denying (i.e., repudiating) having taken
part in that communication, and more specifically, having sent or received a par-
ticular message. This can be achieved by unforgeable digital signatures (using
public key cryptography)[15]

Forms of non-repudiation: [16]

– Non-repudiation of Origin (NRO): Provides the recipient(s) of a message
with proof of origin of the message which will protect against any attempt
by the originator to falsely deny sending the message.

– Non-repudiation of Receipt (NRR): Provides the originator of a message with
proof of receipt of the message which will protect against any attempt by
the recipient(s) to falsely deny receiving the message. The provider of this
service is the recipient(s).

– Non-repudiation of Delivery (NRD): Provides the originator of a message
with proof that the message has been delivered to the originally specified
recipient(s). The provider of this service is the delivery agent3.

2 OpenPGP: RFC 3156[11]. S/MIME: RFC 2311 and friends[12, 13].
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– Non-repudiation of Submission (NRS): Provides the originator of a message
with proof of submission of the message which will protect against any at-
tempt by the delivery agent to falsely deny that the message was submitted
for delivery to the originally specified recipient(s). Supplied by the delivery
agent3.

Fair exchange: Almost hand in hand with non-repudiation goes the concept
of fairness: In certified mail, a message is exchanged for an acknowledgment
of receipt. A simple exchange of signed items is not fair ; it does not guard
against threat of disputes, unless the signed items are exchanged simultaneously.
Simultaneity, however, is hard to achieve when the parties do not interact face
to face.[17, 15]

No party should be able to interrupt or corrupt the protocol to force an out-
come to his/her advantage. In any instance of the protocol, it should terminate
with either party having obtained the expected information, or with neither one
acquiring anything. The recipient gets the mail content if and only if the mail
originator receives a proof-of-receipt from the recipient. The proof-of-receipt is
generally a signature that can be used to trace the transaction and certifies the
mail content.[18, 19]

The classic solution to the problem of fair exchange would be to gradually
exchange information over many rounds: during each round, some knowledge is
revealed. If either party stops before the protocol run is complete, both parties
are left with comparable knowledge and, if one assumes comparable compu-
tational capabilities, both are able to computationally recover their respective
expected items of information to the same extent. The advantage of this ap-
proach is that it achieves fairness without a third party, but this comes at the
expense of a large number of communication rounds, which is not only cum-
bersome, but inefficient and unrealistic in practice. Moreover, fairness depends
on the assumption of approximately equal computational power which is not
reasonable. Thus, to achieve an efficient protocol, the involvement of some kind
of Trusted Third Party (TTP) is needed.[14, 18–20]

2.2 Other issues

Aside from aforementioned functionality of certified mail, a protocol should ide-
ally additionally address the following issues:

Timeliness: Roughly speaking, timeliness guarantees that both parties will
achieve their desired items in the exchange within finite time or that at least
one party has the ability to decide to abort the normal operation of the protocol
and adopt a scheme for protocol resolution that can be executed in a finite,
eventually short, period of time. This can introduce a fairness problem, in case

3 An inline or online Trusted Third Party (TTP), if present.
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the communication channels are not reliable, i.e., always operational and without
delays, because the time limit could expire before the recipient is able to reach the
TTP and lead to dispute.[18] A protocol must not weaken its fairness assurance
by implementing timeliness.

Efficiency: The protocol should not involve excessive computational or commu-
nication costs. It should let itself to reasonably fast implementations. Efficiency
plays a particularly important role in protocols relying on the TTP to be part
in every execution (which applies to inline and online TTPs), as the TTP is not
only essential for the correct functioning, but also represents a potential com-
municational and computational bottleneck (not to mention the resulting costs).
[18, 21, 22]

Confidentiality: In general, it would be desirable, especially since the delivery
might involve a third party, to keep message contents delivered in private to
prevent confidential information from being disclosed to intermediaries. Thus,
the content should be delivered legible only to the intended recipient and sender.

Although the overhead of encrypting the message (once more) is probably
almost negligible, it is not a requirement for certified email per se; it can, however,
be considered certainly favorable to have it optionally available, at least. In any
case it would be possible to implement another cryptographic layer on top of a
certified email protocol.

Realistic trust models: The trust model should be based on realistic assump-
tions the users are comfortable with. A system that places less trust in outside
parties is more likely to be accepted.[18]

Authenticity and Integrity: Parties involved in the protocol should be able
to verify each other’s identities and should not be able modify messages without
such modifications being detected.[23]

Monotonicity: Each exchange of information during the protocol should add
validity to the final outcome. That is, the protocol should not require any mes-
sages, certificates, or signatures to be revoked to guarantee a proper termination
of the protocol. This is important, because if revocation is needed to ensure
fairness, then the verification of the validity of the protocol outcome becomes a
bottleneck as it requires TTP’s active participation.[18]

3 State of the Art Analysis

In this section we present a classification of non-repudiation systems which we
will use later to categorize some promising protocols[1, 24, 25].
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3.1 Trusted Third Party

Systems without TTP On a first impression it seems that an improvement
of the current protocols for electronic mail should not require any third party
intervention. This could for example increase the probability of acceptance in
a business environment. But such an approach has its shortcomings. As not
even digital signatures are trustable without a TTP (Certificate Authority (CA)
in this case), there are only a few possibilities to achieve non-repudiation. But
for the purpose of certified electronic mail, none of them are usable. The main
problem is fairness. A fair protocol has to ensure that a fair state is always
achieved at any point. Either both parties have their desired item or none of
them have. For electronic mail, this means that the sender has undeniable proof
that the receiver has obtained the message. As electronic mail is an asynchronous
protocol, this fair end state can only be reached through an unfair transition state
in which one party has its desired item and can interrupt the process without
losing it. There are protocols which try to solve this via Trusted Computing so
that no party is able to get an unfair advantage. However, it is unclear when
and if Trusted Computing is becoming widely deployed but the more serious
issue is that such a solution would exclude everyone who does not want or is
not able to switch to Trusted Computing. Furthermore, trusted systems can not
yet guarantee their security or absence of error, which would be requirements in
this case. Other solutions suggest a gradual release of information on both sides
so that the desired item is received by both parties almost at the same time.
This has two major drawbacks: First, it assumes equal processing speed of both
parties. Second, it would turn electronic mail into a synchronous protocol which
it was never intended to be. Therefore, non-repudiation protocols without TTP
may have their fields of application but certified electronic mail is not one of
them.[1, 24]

Systems with Inline TTP act in a completely different way, they do not
permit any direct communication between the two parties. The TTP is included
in every step of the protocol (message proxy). The TTP passes the message on
to the receiver and provides the sender with a receipt. This has some implica-
tions: The TTP can read, manipulate and drop messages. Further it may give
any party an unfair advantage (for example deliver the message without send-
ing an receipt). Inspection and manipulation of the message by the TTP can
be prevented by encrypting the message but in the end both parties have to
completely trust that the TTP implements and executes the according proto-
col correctly. If we also take performance aspects into consideration the inline
TTP can may easily become a performance bottleneck as it has to handle the
whole load of traffic occurring. Therefore it is important to examine how much
additional communication and computing effort is needed by the TTP to deliver
a message and its receipt. Of course there are also advantages when using an
inline TTP protocol. An inline TTP has full control over the message flow and
is therefore able to provide additional services like anonymity for the sender,
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additional encryption, storage of the messages, etc. This centralized model also
leads to more simple protocol concepts.[1, 24]

Systems with Online TTP try to address the performance problem of inline
TTPs by handling all steps of the protocol except message delivery itself which
takes the main load (in terms of data volume) off the TTP. Most advantages
of inline TTPs still apply. The problem with all parties having to trust the
TTP completely still applies, except that the TTP cannot prevent the message
from being sent. To prevent an unfair situation where the receiver can deny the
reception of a message the TTP may for example only hand over a decryption
key for the message if the receiver admits the reception. If this results in the TTP
handling the whole cryptographic process, it is again able to read and manipulate
the message. Therefore some sort of multiple encryption or dual signatures has to
be used to prevent this. It’s an interesting aspect that protocols in this category
differ quite a bit in number of necessary messages and amount of transferred
data per mail. [1, 24]

Systems with Offline TTP only need to interfere in the process of exchanging
message and receipt in exceptional cases (when cheating occurs or communica-
tion ceases somehow at a crucial point). In such a case the cheated party gets
from the TTP what he was entitled to get from the other party. As nothing
is to be gained by cheating, it can be assumed that cheating will be rare. The
most obvious advantage of such a system is improved performance because the
TTP is excluded as a possible bottleneck, as most exchanges can be completed
directly, bypassing the TTP altogether. Such protocols are also called optimistic
because they act on the assumption that the parties will behave correctly. On
the other hand dispute handling is much more complicated because it may also
need to take timing restraints into consideration. For example when the receiver
insists that he has sent the receipt and the sender denies its reception. In case
of a dispute both parties send their evidence to the TTP which then rules in
favor of one party according to the specific protocol. This implies that the TTP
has to be entrusted with the ability to decrypt messages without the sender’s
help. This again increases the level of trust needed. If the protocol also stipulates
timing conditions for dispute handling (for example decryption of the message
after a specific amount of time even if the sender has not admitted the reception
of the receipt), it then turns into an almost synchronous protocol which is not
suitable for the historically asynchronous electronic mail. [1, 24, 21]

3.2 Proposed Protocols

In this section examine some proposed protocols regarding the features described
in Section 1. We also use the inclusion of a TTP for a coarse categorization.

CEM: Certified Electronic Mail as proposed in [26] CEM is designed to
protect against loss and delayed delivery of mail items. Integrity protection and
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non-repudiation are explicitly excluded and shall be provided by an additional
service.[26, 19, 25]

– Fairness: As stated above this protocol makes no attempt to protect or en-
force fairness. However, the protocol may still be fair if the communication
channel is always reliable and none of the parties involved acts in an unfair
manner.

– Non-repudiation: in this protocol is reduced to an evidence of submission
which only means that the TTP has tried to deliver the mail.

– Timeliness: As the protocol respects a deadline for the delivery report, it at
least provides an in-time information on delivery failures/timeouts. But this
cannot prevent that the message may have been delivered but no acknowl-
edgment has been returned (due to a receiver acting unfair).

– Confidentiality: is respected because the TTP is given no possibility to de-
crypt the message. A decryption is not needed because the protocol only
refers to message labels.

– Realistic trust models: As the TTP can not read the content of the mes-
sages, the parties only have to trust it to correctly handle the evidence of
submission.

– TTP category: As all steps of the protocol are handled by the TTP this
system clearly belongs to the inline TTP category.

A fair non-repudation Protocol [27] This protocol can be seen as an ad-
vancement of CEM[26]. It addresses fairness, non-repudiation and performance
issues of the previous protocol.

– Fairness: The dependence on the fair-play of all parties and the complete reli-
ability of the communication channel is removed. The protocol can therefore
enforce fairness[27].

– Non-repudiation: Apart from the evidence of submission, the protocol also
provides an evidence of receipt which fulfills our requirements stated above.

– Timeliness: The protocol provides a deadline to when messages and evidence
can be retrieved.

– Confidentiality: The TTP provides an “envelope” for the message and is not
able to retrieve its content.

– Realistic trust models: The parties have to trust the TTP with correct pro-
tocol handling.

– TTP category: the protocol tries to reduce the TTP’s involvement, address-
ing possible performance issues. This suggests an Online TTP.

A Efficient non-repudiation Protocol [28] To further improve the efficiency
(of [26, 27]), this protocol tries to only involve the TTP if disputes between the
two parties occur. The protocol aims to be efficient if both parties play fair
(which should be the normal case) and are willing to resolve conflicts themselves
[28].
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– Fairness: is still provided by the TTP.
– Non-repudiation: In case of dispute the TTP can act as judge and provide

conflict resolution in cases of repudiation of receipt or repudiation of origin.
– Timeliness: A deadline can be chosen by the sender which refers to the

TTP’s clock. The recipient may reject this deadline, ending the protocol at
this stage.

– Confidentiality: is not touched by this protocol variation.
– Realistic trust models: As the TTP is only involved in cases of dispute, the

parties only need to trust the TTP in its role as judge.
– TTP category: The aim of the protocol clearly describes an Offline TTP

system.

TRICERT: A distributed Certified E-Mail scheme[18] TRICERT adds
scalability to the classic non-repudiation ideas. It introduces so called postal
agents (PA) which handle the protocol on behalf of the TTP. The PAs handle
the whole protocol except dispute resolution, which stays a responsibility of the
TTP. Therefore only minimal trust in the PAs is required. Additional PAs may
be added to distribute the load providing the promised scalability. A possible
downside of this protocol is the amount of participation of the receiver that is
required[18].

– Fairness: The protocol ensures fairness in all stages, even when PAs conspire
with one of the parties.

– Non-repudiation: NRO is achieved because the sender has to sign the mes-
sage. As no-one else is able to do that the sender cannot deny the origin of
the message. NRR is also given because the recipient has to provide a receipt
before he/she can retrieve the message. NRD and NRS may be provided by
a PA or the TTP itself.

– Timeliness: There is a time limit in which the receiver has the possibility to
complain to the TTP. The liability of the sender also ends after this time
limit.

– Confidentiality: The protocol uses standard asymmetric encryption where
the message is first encrypted with the receiver’s public key. Therefore neither
the TTP nor the PAs have access to the message content.

– Realistic trust models: Although the protocol requires full trust in the TTP,
the PAs only need to be semi-trusted (similar to [29]).

– TTP category: TRICERT is a hybrid protocol which combines attributes of
Online (PA) and Offline (TTP) systems.

4 Conclusion

We have gathered the common attributes for certified electronic mail mentioned
in the literature on these protocols. There are quite a few proposed protocols and
most of them have interesting concepts and also certain drawbacks. As we found
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only one implementation in use4, we suspect that for the future a successful
certified email protocol needs of course a solid scientific base but there is also
much work to do when it comes to acceptability.
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